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STATE UNIVERSITY

FRIDAY, MARCH 2, 1934

OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

VOLUME XXXIII.

No. 38

Fitzgerald Speaks Writing History
UNIVERSITY SHOW
Fitzgerald*s Meeting Called
At Club Meeting| l old in Lecture
To Plan FERA
Resignation
By Turney-High
F or Northwest
TO BE PRESENTED
Is Received

Organization Hears EngUsh
Professor’s Talk
_________
Development of Alphabet Depicted; I
Brassil Fitzgerald, associate proPlctographs Illustrate
fessor in the Department of English,
Roman Numerals
-----------|
----------------------spoke to members of the Press club|
Wednesday evening on "Passive and
■’W riting It’s History, Development; A„ nua, Vargjt Vodvfl Performances Are to Be at 7 and 9 o’Clock;
Active Education.”
and Evolution,” was the subject of the
,
a
, u;
. w .„ c
.
M .
’
In pointing out the opportunities for lecture delivered in Main hall Tuesday
" e* “HHtnMMl HU OrCIteStra Will Furnish the .Music;
the educated man today in all lines evening by Dr. Harry Turney-High of
Winning Acts Will Receive Awards
of work, Professor Fitzgerald showed | the Department of Economics and
---------------■-------:
that the leaders of the world possess Sociology. Programs showing the deVarsity Vodvil, seven-act University production, will be presented
two qualities initiative and love.
velopment and diffusion of the alpha- tonight at the Fox-Wilma theater in two shows, at 7 and 9 o’clock.
“Education must be the single man bet and plctographs illustrating the t l _
■ i
- ir n
j
j j -.. .»
•
,
finding out for himself. The big re - 1so-called Roman numerals and signs l j he cast >ncludes 2 5 0 people in addition to the: specialty numbers
wards are going to the originators,” of negation were of great interest to I between the acts. Les o n uth and his orchestra will furnish the music,
said Professor Fitzgerald. "Steady the audience;
_
.
^ Dress rehearsal was held this noon
forward plodding brings a useful vigThe programs told the history of L O " C Q R l l l C
1 6 cU Y l
|in tbe Pox'wllraa theater to give the
acts a chance to rehearse together on
orous life. Steady drive is needed to the alphabet, starting with picture
the stage with the proper settings,
gain success. There will always be writing and going through the suclighting effects and music. This was
miracles for the man who can't quit.” cessiv.e stages of ideographic phonetic
the culmination of three weeks of
Lachlen Lennox and Kenneth Nich-1 writing,
hard practice for the Alpha Chi
Dr.
Turney-High
discussed
the
pho
ols gave several ukelele duets.
netic system of writing and stated Return Match to Be Held Tuesday Omegas, Independent women, Kappa
Kappa Gammas, Sigma Kappas, In
that the Aztecs attempted to trans
Evening Without Handicap
dependent men, Phi Delta Thetas and
late the Lord’s Prayer into their
In R.O.T.C. Range
Phi Sigma Kappas, the groups that
own phonetic system. The Cartouche
were chosen at tryouts.
of Cleopatra was an Interesting transState University of Montana Wom
i j
/-\
1
I lation which Dr. Turney-High made en’s Rifle team has accepted the chal Students in dress rehearsal will be
allowed to make up any quizzes they
for his audience.
lenge of the American Legion Rifle I
------------The speaker said that the Chinese team for a return match to be fired in missed this afteroon. Managers of
Representatives of Rocky Mountain wr[yng system was, by all available the R.O.T.C. range Tuesday evening, Ieach act should hand in lists to those
who miss army classes.
Districts Have Two-day
indications, a diffusion of cuneiform, March 6, at 7:30 o’clock.
Each group is given $25 to cover
Meeting Here
| and that the Phonecian alphabet, the
This match will be fired in the
first alphabet, was the only alphabet prone, sitting and kneeling positions the costs of production. The winning
The Regional Investigative council
acts receive in addition, silver loving
in all history.
on a shoulder-to-shoulder basis and
of the United States Forest service is
i cups and $25. These will be awarded
Dr. Turney-High pointed out the without handicap.
holding a two-day conclave in the connection of the modern capital let
after the second show by Manager
In the Garden City rifle tournament
School of Forestry building. Repre ters with Moab letters. He also disi Dick Shaw.
held last January, the co-eds outpointsentatives from several forestry de-1
Ticket Sales
r > i v,uoe,CM '•uc i',UU6DO
» v‘ | eu me L.egion rmemen, aunougn m ail
,
.,
.__ , ..
partments
throughout the
Rocky woia. snoitemng,
^ w i-M iin c r w ith th * PnnvM itim i
* ,
..
,,
Tickets
for the , show . have
, .
,
witn tne convention- match
gave the
women a .handicap!
, *
.. been on
Mountain region are present.
_ ,,_ aH nn
fhft avmhAl ««Ai*nh” t h J
u
i
.. isale for two weeks and the reserved
. . . ______ .
. aiization or the symbol Aiepn, tne which permitted them to fire the
. . i
^
,
The purpose of the meeting is to
.
„
I
. seat sale started Wednesday morning.
.
. „„„ . , -v . pi©sent A .
standing stage from the sitting posi, . .
.
,.
. *
,,,
discuss research work carried on in
Greeks discovered the alnhabet
Tickets have been disposed of rapidly,
Pres;

j

Professor of English Will Devote |
Time to Writing
I
/>r p- •
_ flc tlo n

State University Representatives Are
To Participate In Discussion
Of School Relief

— --------

AT WILMA TONIGHT

A Regional Planning conference of
| the Pacific Northwestern states has
been called by Mr. R. P. Bessey,
Professor Brassil Fitzgerald, who
regional planning consultant, and
came to the State University Depart
Marshall N. Dana, regional advisor of
ment of English in the autumn of 1926,
—
,
| .
, .
. „ ith e Federal Emergency admlnistravrARSITY VODVIL holds first interm order to give his full
Portland, 0 re„ on
V
, „
.
. time to the writing of fiction. During!
„
V est this week-end Groups entered ^
stories have been “
6’ 6
7!
.
have spent the last five days franticcolliers and other mag- „The °b eCt 0 th 8
?
ally sewing, painting, glueing, cutting,
_ , .
.
. , 7 other things, is to consider what is
.ui
u-i azines, and he has been unable to L
.
. . .
___
ribbing and pressing. All this while
,
x . TT ... feasible and appropriate in the way
Tipi”***
;
..
,
supply the demand and teach. He will I . . . . . . .
. . .
others tap and turn and bow and pose.
.
. . ,, io£ federal aid for schools in this
® |
“
.
... ,
. _ I remain here until the end of the
, ... g | |
The final result will be good. Wo
emergency. The conference will conaren’t saying should be or may be. spr ng quai r '
sider the subject of “Relief for Schools
We dropped into the Little Theatre to
Professor Fitzgerald has been an on aJ1 LeVels—Elementary, Secondary
review some of the dress rehearsals assistant editor of the Frontier and an(j Higher Education.”
last night. The acts are ready to hit | Midland since its founding as a naBr N. D. Showalter, state superinthe stage with a polish and a smooth- j tional magazine in 1927.
I have t en(jent of public instruction of the
ness that will amaze the regular Var-1 depended heavily upon Professor Fitz- state 0f Washington, is chairman of
sity Vodvil goers and reassure the serald’s judgment in the choice of Ljie educational division of the conhappen-bys. The themes of several of Motion, ’ says Professor H. G. Merriam, ference The following have been apthe acts are divergent from the general ^ ie e^itor, ‘ and am pleased th at al- pointed as representatives from Mon
run of these annual productions, and though he will <pot be on our campus,Uana | 0 participate in that conference:
will hold a new appeal for the audi- lle wi^ continue to be an assistant p r Freeman Daughters, dean of the
ence. All those with whom we have e^Ror of our magazine.
School of Education, State University;
spoken of this show agree that it will I “Professor Fitzgerald has also been Dr. C. H. Clapp, president of the State
be the best that the student body has a popular teacher of literature, es-1 University, and Miss Elizabeth Irepresented thus far in the history of pecially for undergraduates, many of. land, state superintendent of public
Varsity Vodvil. And, like ourselves, whom have come through his fresh- instruction, of Montana. These repthey are getting no comps for say man class in late nineteenth century resentatives, and possibly others, will
American writers to their first mature leave Saturday or Sunday to particiing so.
attraction to reading and understand- pate in the conference,
ing. In the teaching of the writing
“The outcome of the conference may
DDLY enough the old story about of the short story I have never known mean much to the schools of Monthe college student who flunked Professor Fitzgerald’s equal in effec- tana,” said Dr. Daughters,
out (or maybe he just went home) be tiveness. It will be difficult to find I
cause he needed glasses, no longer a substitute. He leaves the depart -\ F I t o d t o D i s C U S S
seems such a fine gag with us. We’ve ment with the friendship and good
*»
Bradley
„ „ b J
“ “ •'* “
»»* « * “ “
broken our only aids to sight for the wishes of every member of its staff
ferent agencies. The proposed re- it on to the Romans.
Rnmans. Northwest
Northwest EurE n r - Ltween
,™ the aState
. . , . University
tt„
, ______
women’sJ 8" ? who wlsh themi
— ---------second time this quarter. It’s all we and to their regret.”
search work outlined for the coming
The
production
staff for Varsity
needed to make registration and the
A story, “Husband from Hollywood,”
A symposium on the proposed Stu- year is also under discussion as well lope became acquainted with the alpha- team and State University men’s team Vodvil is: manager, Dick Shaw, Mlsbet through the Irish Oggham and the | wm be fired in the R.O.T.C. range i
preparation for finals unpleasant and by Professor Fitzgerald, has been ac- dent Union building will be held at
isoula; general assistant, Nate Provas livestock and lumber industries of j ScandinaTian Runlc. The Roman mIs.
Thursday evening, March 8, a t 7:30
irritating. And it’s all we’ve needed cepted by the American magazine j the meeting of the American Associa Montana state foresters.
| lnse. Red Lodge; stage manager, Dave
sionarles aided in*the diffusion of the o’clock.
to understand that such circumstances recently and will appear shortly. An tion of University Professors at the
The following organizations have alphabet.
'Duncan, Billings; electrician, George
This is the final contest of the
Chimney
Corner
tomorrow
evening
at
are no subject for a joke.
other of his stories, “Bird in the
_________________
representatives a t the meeting: Monj Bolleau, Milltown; publicity manager,
shooting season and a good turnout
Wind,” is to be published by the Chi 6:30 o’clock. Dinner is 50 cents a tana State College Department of
I Stan Koch, Missoula, and ticket sales
t
t
,
ls expected. There is to be no admis
plate and all faculty members are
cago Tribune syndicate.
manager, Annie Evans, Roundup,
Forestry, Washington State college f n ) 3 Q | n 3 f f | / P M / f l f / f l O
URING the coming quarter a spring
sion charge.
urged to attend.
Department of Forestry, United States
“
_
j Flowers for the sorority acts have
parley of students and leaders will
Dr. M. J. Elrod, head of the Depart
been donated by the Garden City
Forest
Service
Region
1,
White
Pine
Q
g
N
e
W
C
0
U
t
S
€
discuss and study the question, “Are
ment of Biology, will speak as the facFORMAL DINNER SERVED
Blister Rust and Bureau of Plant In-1
_________
Floral company. The New Hut, the
we getting an education?” The subject
T CJ x 11 •
•
» Iulty representative. Morris McCollum dustry of Spokane, United States
I
Sport Shop, the Haines Style Shop and
is one of the most frequently occur
Short Stories, Essays and Poetry
1 0 $ t 3 T C U n i v e r s l i y will talk for the alumni, and a student,
Several members of the meal-plan- j the Brown-Bilt Shoe store. Cigars for
Bureau of Entomology of Coeur
ring topics In the smaller “bull ses
Will Receive Credit
as yet unchosen, will represent the
ning
and
table-service
class
of
the
Defraternity acts have been donated
d’Alene, Idaho; University of Montana
sions” about the campus. It begins W. C. SIderfin Gives Set of 20 Volumes A- S. U. M
School of Forestry and Department of I imaginative Writing, English 160c, partm ent of Home Economics served 5y The New Hut, the Student Store
with the entrance of a fellow student.
To Campus Library
Botany.
will be open during the spring quarter a formal dinner last night for the and ^ g Peacock Gardens,
He plunks an armload of books on the
Specialty Numbers
LAW SCHOOL GRADUATE
The Montana School of Forestry is L 0 any student of fiction writing who other members of the class. Guests
floor, gives them a kick and as he
W. C. Siderfin, 631 Edith street, Mis
A new feature of this year’s show
IS VISITOR ON CAMPUS carrying on experiments in artificial has taken English 32 or 30, and to any were Miss Helen Gleason, Miss Lucia
,8tretches his length along a cot soula, has donated a set of 20 volumes
|j s
specialty numbers between the
reforestation, forestry management, student writing verse who has taken Mirrielees and Mrs. Frank Turner.
groans, “What good is it doing me, entitled “The Messages and Papers of
Alva Baird, a graduate of the School forest mensuration, protection, lum- English l ib or been exempted from
acts. They are: Sigma Nu trio—
anyway?” Out of sympathy his part the Presidents’' to the State Univer
Leonard Marsh, John Prevls, Bernard
of Law with the class of 1915, visited bering products, grazing and den-1 jgnglish 11a. Any type of writing can C. W. WATERS COMPLETES
ners agree, “Probably none.” The sity.
BLISTER RUST REPORT Shaholm; Ton) White and his accordfriends on the campus Wednesday and drology.
be submitted for credit.
discussion begins a t this level. There
"We are indeed grateful and for Thursday. He ls now connected with
_
■ _
ian; Hi-Lo chorus—Marie Christian,
The class will meet once a week
ts another level, though: that createdi tunate to be the recipient of this gen- the income tax branch of the United
Dr. C. W. Waters of the Department Hermina Girson, Ethel Mertz, Paul
and the hour, although fixed on the of Botany has prepared his annual gherickj Rudy gherIck_ Merritt War.
by the student who defies grade points I , g ift/. said President C. H. Clapp States treasury in Los Angeles.
I
spring
schedule,
can
be
arranged.
If
and curricular requirements and | yegterday. ,T h e books will be a we!report on blister rust control to be L .
vocal 8oIoa_ Jobn Gravelle>
He was a member of one of the two
a sufficient number of students elect sent to the office of Blister Rust In- Alpha pM tl.l0_ Kay Baileyi Cornelia
chooses his own, standards of educa- come addition to the Library.”
groups of Montana State University
the course, those writing verse will vestigation in Spokane, Wash. Dr.
tion, satisfied with t ie knowledge that
The edge of the pages are gold students who enlisted early in the
Clack, H arriet Gillespie, and a tap
| meet separately.
he knows more than anybody else g„ t and the books are bound in black
Waters spends his summers in Spo
war. He was known to the faculty | Robert Young Writes oil Cosmic Ray
The work will be of laboratory kane working on blister rust control dance by Marian Morse.
about those things which he needs, jeat^ er. They deal with every pres- and students of that time as “Alaska |
For Harvard Thesis
The acts in the order of presenta
nature. W
riters oi
of stones
Btories may sunsub- 0£ northern Idaho. There have been
________
nature,
writers
most from the school. He goes against ,dent of the Dnlted States Up to about Jack.”
tion are as follows:
Research on his thesis and courses jm^ aiW ^ P e mystery, action or ch ar-: many CCC camps assigned to this
the grain with many instructors, yet
m(ddle of wilgon.s seCond term,
Kappa Kappa Gamma
he says he is getting an education.
Mr siderfln ls lhe father of Mrs.
Ray Lewis, former student, was a in quantum mechanics and vacuum acter- Sketches and essays may also WOrk, in addition to a large crew of
"Go.od Heavens!"— manager, Mary
submitted for criticism and credit. regular workers,
The parley will be an arousing one.
Jean Corry> a senim. In the Depart- visitor at the Phi Deita Theta house tubes have netted “A” grades for Rob(Continued from Page Four)
ert Young, now attending the graduate Very little reading in theory of writ- ---------------------------------------------- -—
Wednesday.
* » *
ment of Economics.

Accepts Challenge
To M eet Legionj

F o re s t S erv ice
Regional Council
HOluS Conclave

j

O

New Union Building

D

Books Are Donated

Montana Graduate
Working for Ph. D.

J s b t S S

DeanLine Prepares Final Report
On Montana Labor R elief Survey

ARIOUS reports of accomplish• m
C*
ments among alumni of the State C l a r e t l C e S t T e i t P l O n S S t i m m e V
University have come to us recently
both through the papers and through
conversation with our acquaintances.
The last Kaimin carried several j
stories of the manner In which grad- Foreign Correspondent Informs Friends That He Will
uates of the school were successfully
J 0 Blackfoot Region for Vacation
occupying themselves. As we read
_______________

V

Sojourn in Western Montana

of the Department of Biology. Young | ment of English,
expects to- receive his Ph.D. degree
Report Ascertains Salaries and Wages Being Paid and Total Number
within the next two years.
■—........
Bring Family In a letter to Dr. G. D. Shallen-!!
Of Men Employed in State
^ h e d u k
berger of the Department of Physics,
■ :f -•
Young wrote that the subject of his --------------------------------------------------- 1 “We have been accorded wonderful co-operation on the labor
each one we stopped to wonder whethQ aren ce K. Streit, ’ 19, foreign correspondent for the New York thesis will be the cosmic ray. Three
Final examinations for the 1934 win- survey ” Qean. R ( \ Line of the School of Business Administration
er that person was a student like our**• ’ ’
> ,
•
■ .
selves, or a student like our room-) Times in Geneva, is to spend the summer in western Montana, accord- [award students are working on dit- ter quarter will be held from Monday, l y \VedneSd ay as he prepared final reports on the Montana labor
jrent phases of the subject, each try - 1March 12 to Thursday, March 15, in.
,,T, J |-|
, i •
„
L
l
„•
.
•
—
j J like to say that business men have been anxious to give
mate, or if he perhaps just roomed ing to word received here recently by friends. With him will be his ing to discover new features of the ■elusive. ' The examinations this quar- situation.
and boarded here.
j wife and two children. It is thought they will spend the majority of ray. This syBtem, Young wrote, ls a ter are of two-hour duration in all us all the information that they could<S
regarding labor and wages in M on-'see how Montana stands,
* * •
the summer at Placid lake in the^— — ■ * ~
~ ~ ~~
irf f it .{
| the School of Journalism in 1919. He new procedure in research work for courses.
I The schedule is as follows: Monday, tana.” Wednesday was the last day i -w hile the limit on the suwey was
TN THE last issue of the Kaimin we ® ac 00 8 r c *
^
i was selected as a Rhodes scholar and Ph.D. degrees.
of the six-weeks period allotted for I p ebruary 28, many states have not
A tremendous electro magnet, prob- 8-10. 9 o’clocks; 10:10-12:10, Social
J-found that requirements in the song
Streit s first visit *®jwent to Oxford the next year where
the largest in the country’ is be-1 Science lib , Economics 14a, and Eco- the 8urvey 01 whicl1 Dean Llne was completed their reports. The length
contest have been changed so that an Missoula since early November o
he remained until his marriage to ably
.. .
director. Three State University g ra d -L f tlme it takes the states to compile
aoiy me largest in uie country,
,
• ......................
entrant only needs to find a suitable | when he spent five days with r en 8
Jeanne Defrance of Paris a year ing used by Young in his work on his nomics 14b; 1:10-3:10, 3 o’clocks;
| their reports will determine how soon
thesis.
.
3:20-5:20, English 189b, Fine Arts 13b, uates have assisted in the work.
later.
tune and write appropriate words for and relatives here.
The object of the survey was Lo j the comparative figures will be pub__________________
I Fine Arts 28, Spanish 122, Library
it. It seems rather a clear reflection I ^ or ^ ie Past ^our years* Streit as
jjjs newspaper career began while
ascertain how many people in Mon-1 n 8hed.
Economy 39, Music 29b, Music 155b,
upon the ability with which the Tra-1 ^een *n ^ eneva reporting the League
wag a gtudent at Oxford. He served
tana are employed, what wages and] „It wag gratiIylng i0 ug that we
r%
• i
r /-»» r I p ^armacy 12, Physical Education 143b.
ditions committee credits the student
Nations activities. He is cons | ag a pa rj8 correspondent for the Phil*
ab]e t0 fin|a„ our work ln the
iY C S ld c flt O f
Tuesday, 8-10, 11 o’clocks; 10:10- salaries are being paid, and how manyl
body. Most anybody can sit down and ere<* an authority on European affa rs* adelphia Public Ledger duriug vaca12:10, Physical Science 17b, Biolog- man-hours of work are being supplied t)lne aIlotled for lt.“tum-te-da” out suitable words to
an^ ^ eor^e Seldus, correspon en | ^ oag L^ter he was Rome corespondtd
Montana
people.
Roosevelt
admin-1
0ne
o( the permanent benefits of
The Symphony club held its first leal Science 13b, Business Administrasome peppy piece of march music with p or
Hearst papers, were arge y i
| or
same paper,
which he is acquainted. The real ac- responsible for bringing to light many
withdrawing from Oxford he meeting of the school year Wednesday Ition 129, Geology 17; 1:10-3:10, 2 1'stration ls anxious to secure a report ^ gurvey, Dean Line pointed out, ls
compljshment (and the only one we °* i^e.secret treaties which came nto wag a joca} reporter for the New York evening at 8:80 o’clock in Main Hall o’clocks; 3:20-5:20, Military gcjence on conditions in the country now, w ithL bsR empioyer8 have agreed to report
________
and Foods 15b.
tlle Tarlous rellef agencies in opera- labor condR|ong regularly to Washthink deserving a prize) would be the existence between European cmtHtr cs | rpjmes before entering the foreign au<JR°Ham
Russell Watson of Missoula, last
Wednesday’s schedule is as follows: tlon> and comPare the present lab°r j jngton
composition of an acceptable piece of a^ er
World War.
service for that paper,
music, exclusively Montana’s.
! Streit entered the State University
jjjs fjrst important work as a for- year’s president, presided over the 8-10, 10 o’clocks; 10:10-12:10, Human- situation with the situation a year agoj The State University graduates who
the work are Tom Moore,
* , ,
I in 1914, but withdrew in 1917 to enlist l ign correspondent c^me in Asia meeting. Rules and by-laws were ities 15b, Botany lib , Chemistry 13b, when President Roosevelt took office., tooIt part
Montana statistics, together wit , wb0 wag graduated in 1931 with a B.A.
in the army. Because of his experi- Mlnop wliere he 8ecured the first pUb- read and the purpose of the club ex-1 History of American Education 66,1
reports of other states, are being, degree jn biology; Solvey Andreson,
T IKELY the most liberal money ence with geological research P iti e s | Hsbe(1 interview with Mustapha Kemal plained. At the election which fol-i Geology lib , English History 13b; I
lowed, H arriet Gillespie, Grass Range, j 1:10-3:10, 1 o’clocks; 3:20-5:20, An- 8e8l t0 tlle United States Bureau ot 1924, with a B.A. degree in journalism,
’ awards offered in campus contests | in Alaska for several summers, he was pag],a
. . .
__ ..
_
•
T.oKnr QfcitlaHfifl In W flahirM 'fnn
•
____
__
...
^
this year are to be given to w innerslsent into the Engineers' corps. From|
Interviews King of Greece
was elected president; Kathryn Bailey,! thropology 62.
LaDor siausucs in wasningio .
j and Mary HanBon, 1911, with a B.S.
of the Aber Oratorical contest the last j this branch of the service he was I prom Turk ey he went to Greece a t Corvallis, vice-president, and Edward I Thursday, 8-10, 8 o’clocks; 10:10- j
Report to Be Published
j degree in biology. The survey took
of April. Twenty-five dollars, 815, or transferred to the Intelligence corps L e Ume of \ ke coup d-etat jbere and JefIrey' Mlssou!a> secretary-treasurer.! 12:10, Accounting 12a; 1:10-3:10, Fine
“I expect that the Montana report,;them to all the larger cities in Moneven the 310 offered for third place and served a t Versailles whenthe gQt U)C fln)t pUbnghed interview with
The membership of the club is com- Arts 32a, French 121, German 122. together with reports from other tana, wherb contact was made with
arc all sums well worth the effort
treaty was being drawn up.
King Alexander who had just beenp08ed ot tll08e who play in the sym------------states, will be published in about a !a ll retail and wholesale establisbespeclally ln consideration of the eduGraduated in 1919
'returned to the throne
While in Pbony orchestra. The next meeting Bettie Williams, Helena, is a week- month,” Dean Line said. "It will be ments and 11 manufacturers. Other
cational value that goes with such a Following the war he returned to 1Greece be ajg0 gQl jjje jjrgt interview Iw1** be held sometime near the end Iend visitor a t the Kappa Kappa Gam- 1very interesting to' compare our fig- j business places throughout the state
with those of other states a n d . were contacted by means of letters.
piece of work.
I Missoula and completed his work Inj
(Continued on P « e Two)
I of this month.
Ima house.

Gillespie Elected

Club]

THE

Page Two

Man at the Keyhole

T h e M ontana K aim in

Friday, March 2, 1934

KAIMIN

Society

\C larence S treit
To _ Vacation
Here
____
(Continued from Page One)

sors a public luncheon, with about
five hundred attending.
During the time he spent in school
here Mr. Streit was editor of the
Kaimin and a charter member of the
local chapter of Sigma Delta Chi,
men’s national professional journal
istic fraternity.
His father, L. L. Streit of 636 Brooks
street, and his brother, Norman, are
both Missoula residents.

with Premier Venlzlos.
After spending some time in Paris
he went to Morroeo with the French
Varsity Vodvil.....................................................................Wilma Theater troops at the time of the Riff uprising.
Going to Roumania when Queen Marie
Saturday, March 3
Delta Gamma...................................................................................... Fireside was exercising her personal charms to
secure favors for her country, he
Delta Sigma Lam bda........................................................................Fireside
smuggled several interesting stories
Sigma Chi........................................................................................... Fireside to the waiting world. For this he was A ll. assignments for the “Montana
Pharmacist News-Letter” were due
Sigma Phi Epsilon................................. ....................... Installation Formal banished from Roumania.
March 1. The paper will be published
In addition to his newspaper work spring quarter.
South H all................................................................Racketeers’ Rat Dance
_______________
IMr. Streit has made a translation into

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, March 2

Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of the State
University of Montana
Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act of
Congress, March 3, 1879
Subscription price, $2.60 per year
Printed by the School of Journalism Press'

J. STANLEY HILL__
MABELLE WILLARD .
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Seven acts, exceptional in their originality, constitute the program ®nf 1Isb ruba‘yat °l 016 wntinga of 0,6
for Varsity Vodvil to be presented tonight at the Wilma theater. For “ “p r e s e n t time Mr. Streit is
weeks the contestants have been practicing extensively in order j president of the International Associathat the final show may be as polished and brilliant as any previous tlon of Journalists accredited to the

ROBERT E. JONES__ ____________ _______ ..Business Manager

Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

Hamburgers

campus production. The contestants#----------------------------- _ _ _ _ _ _
League of Nations a t Geneva. This
include Alpha Chi Omega, Independent Helen Williamson were dinner guests organization is composed of corres Large and appetizing with a glass
of your favorite beer at the
The fraternities and sororities are getting more and more friendly
men, Independent women, Kappa Kap- at the Kappa Kappa Gamma house pondents from every country in the
with each new move of Interfratem ity council or Pan-Hellenic council, I SEEN THROUGH THE KEYHOLE pa Gamma, Phi Delta Theta, Phi Tuesday.
world. About twenty of them are and there is no reason for the abandonment of this progressive spirit Donnie Stevens learning a new card Sigma Kappa and Sigma Kappa. Of Mrs. R. J. Maxey Is the new house- Americans. Presentation of the associthat spells unity for the State University and its students. Such m ove-|6ame' • • ■ 'Dibelle Willard waltzing the numerous dances tomorrow night mother at the Alpha Delta PI house. I ation card a t frontiers enables the
three will be firesides given by Delta [ Alpha Delta Pi dinner guests a t the bearer to travel without a passport.
ments as the exchange dinner plan have narrowed the gap in the f e e l - " 1 ^ “
,a r ^
T
Gamma, Delta Sigma Lambda and
Each September the association sponings ot several fraternities and sororities, and this healthy sort of stim - 1Man-at-the-Keyhole waiting for Pee- Sigma Chi. Sigma Phi Epsilon will Alpha Tau Omega house were Marie
Benson, Marybelle Kerin, Jessie Pow
ulus should be fostered.
Jay Malone to do something so we can entertain at its Installation formal at
DRY CLEANERS
a
ell, Iris Smith and Sara Dorothy Wal t the Delta Gamma house Tuesday. I
When we first came to the State University as wide-eyed freshmen, I
*’*s name *n Hie colum n. . . . Cale the Elks’ temple and South hall resi lace.
Coach A. J. Lewandowski, Bill HilePHONE 8118
dents will be hosts at a Racketeers'
unaware of the significance of everything that went on about us, we
being manbandl*d by a but
Dinner guests at the Alpha Chi man, Jimmy Brown, Bill Erickson,
• j r , r if .i
* t
.
,
i
ton salesmau. . . . Mary Kohn picking Rat Dance.
Bug Cleaning
Omega house Tuesday included Ernest Monte Reynolds, A1 Dahlberg and the Hat Blocking
noticed first of all that each fraternity was eager to top each other | up cigarette butts m the Student Store,
House of David basketball team were!
group, with no thought as to how it was to be done. Every Greek- . . . Wllamet Matson and Grace Parker At the Sororities and Fraternities Allen, Harold Drange, Mack Monaco luncheon guests at the Phi Delta
and
Robert
Somerville,
members
of
letter group had its special rival, and plenty of “ throat-cutting” went trekking their way to the Store. .
Phi Delta Theta guests at the Alpha Delta Sigma Lambda fraternity.
Theta house Tuesday.
on when any two fraternities were after the same thing on the campus. Ee0Bard N°y«s vigorously pushing
XI Delta house for dinner Tuesday
Dinner guests at the Sigma Kappa
North Hall
were Forrest Anderson, John Comp
Likewise, each fraternity had one sorority that was exceedingly I ^ h«elbar™w ar°und * * track' •
A Complete Banking
house Tuesday Included Alex Blewett,
r • j i . ,i r ,
o
. ..
i
ii-i
-1 1
Mnlford Crutchfield adding to the atfriendly to the fraternity Some sororities were openly allied with the L osphere ot a rea, newspaper office. ton, David Vesely, John Weaver and Howard Hazelbaker, Martin Hinna- Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Burke and
Service
Marie McAndrews were dinner guests
James Wheaton.
fraternity in question and made no excuses about the manner in which . . . Sigma Kappa and Kappa Kappa
land, Robert Huppe, Jack Oliver and of Dorothy Russell Wednesday.
Lynda Jane Bruckhauser is spend Arnold Peterson.
they helped the men control the people and things they wanted in Gamma comparing Varsity Vodvtl
Dean
Harriet
Rankin
Sedman
ing the week-end at her home in KalTuesday dinner guests at the Sigma lunched at North hall Tuesday.
campus politics. Other women’s groups were more discreet
“moons.” . . . Sorority and Class has ispell. ?
Epsilon house were Betty KelTHE
These “unholy alliances” on the State University campus have done P“
s'ars “h00ping” u
” *r. Frances Jefferson was a luncheon Alpha
leher, Dorothy McLenegan, Dorothy
Corbin Hall
as much as any other thing to bring about the strained relations b e - f f i ’^
“
T g a d v e r S guest at the Alpha Chi Omega house Dee Miller, Katherine Rand, Evelyn
W ESTERN M ONTAN A
Virginia Cooney was the guest of
Thursday.
tween fraternities and sororities. Cut**tnroat competition led to bad campaign for Varsity Vodvil.
Samson and Olga Wik.
Jane Sanders for dinner Wednesday.
N ATIO N AL BAN K
Dinner guests from the Kappa
Joyce Roberts was a dinner guest
feelings between the groups themselves and opened the way for the
Miss Freda Flegelman of Helena is
Kappa Gamma house to the Delta at the Alpha Chi Omega house Wed
Missoula, Montana
popularity of Independent rule on the campus. As soon as the IndeFREE COKE SECTION
spending the week a t Corbin hall.
Delta Delta house Tuesday Included nesday.
pendents came into power, the fraternities started to step backward T,1,s ,s pwbably just a little late, Anne Eckford,- Rosalba Gore and
Barbara Keith and Elizabeth Relfenin an effort to stop the growing power. But it was too late for them »!lLI0^ ay’s Free Coke goes
HUB Amoretta Junod.
rath were dinner guests at the Kappa
to backtrack fast enough to stem the tide.
? , ™ n 'h°.r * eJ dods|r “
h'P Members of Alpha Tau Omega who Kappa Gamma house Wednesday.
tl
l
i*
i
t
.
shown In his fight in the M club tour- were dinner guests at the Alpha Delta
Ihe exchange dinner plan, or course, is not to promote a better | nament.
Marjorie Crawford, Charles Horning
Our shop is convenient for
Pi house Tuesday were Edward Mc
University students.
Quality
and William Krueger were Tuesday
relationship so that the fraternities may drive out the Barbs, but it is
Cormick, Gerald Ragsdale, Nicholas
shoe repairing guaranteed.
dinner
guests
at
the
Sigma
Phi
Ep
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
helping to create a better atmosphere among the Greeks. When the
Rotering, William Smith and Wyman
silon house.
LEADING
SHOE
SHOP
This
interviewing
is
getting
to
be
a
Zachary.
fraternities and sororities can understand each other well enough to
J. A. Lncasse.
514 So. Higgins
Kappa Delta dinner guests at the
very tough job when the Man-at-the- Thursday dinner guests at the Alpha
become more democratic,' they also will be able to see other people’s
included
Keyhole is put on the spot. That is Phi house were Mildred Holbert, I Sigma Nu house Tuesday
DR. EMERSON STONE
7 ,7 ”
viewpoints. With this changed feeling on the part of the Greek men just what happened. He tried to inter
1M_ m1___ , ____ j | Jeannette Elderlng, Lilian Hopkins,
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Martha Kimball, Lucille Thurston and
Dora Jacobson, Shirley Knight, Evelyn
and women, will naturally come a better understanding of the group view a well known student but the Maxine Janes.
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Kuhrke and Patricia Reno.
worm immediately turned and before
by the faculty, the Independent group and outsiders.
Phone 2321
Lois Clark, Judith Alminl, Juanita
Bob and Don McCulloch ot Alberton
he could accomplish Ills purpose, the Armour, Isabel Houghton and Ruth
interviewee grabbed the pencil and Romano were dinner guests at the Phi are visiting at the Delta Sigma Lamb-1
DR. J. L. MURPHY
Hitler wants the Germans to be a race of blondes. At least he has
da house.
here is the resu lt:Delta Theta house from the Alpha XI
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
one gentlemanly trait.
Betty Robinson and Mary Kohn
Q. Man at the Keyhole, what Is your Delta house Tuesday.
205 Montana Block
were guests at the Kappa Kappa
pet peeve?
Sigma Chi dinner guests at the
109 East Front St.
A. The system of grading that we Kappa Alpha Theta house Tuesday Gamma house for dinner Thursday.
Let’s Brag for a Change
Tuesday dinner guests at the Sigma
jhave here.
DR. A. G. WHALEY
were James Blair, Newell Gough, Tom
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
The other day a woman asked a student if it were true that the Q. What Is yonr favorite mixed Judge, Elmer Link, Bob Rickert and Chi house from the Kappa Alpha
Theta house included Edith Atkinson,
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4101
drink?
Bob Zeldler.
co-eds on this campus were always drunk, and if the people in charge
Florence Harrington, Hazel Harper,
A. A golden fizz.
Wllamet Matson and Kathryn Mimhere countenanced their conduct. She had heard it from a woman
Q. What Is yonr attitude toward naugh were luncheon guests at the Rosemary Reidy, Clara Max Struble
DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
whose daughter was in school here. It is inconceivable that the state physical education for women?
and Ruth Wold.
|
Featuring Wallie Roth
11
CHIROPODIST
Kappa Kappa Gamma house Wednes
Dinner guests at the Phi Sigma §
ment could be made, but even more astounding that it should come A. Well, it’s going to be mighty day.
Formerly with
206 Wilma
Kappa house Tuesday included Ora
from this source!
tough on a fellow my size if the gals
Juanita Ruegamer, Jane Sanders
AntonioB’s Copper Kings S
Cameron, Cornelia Clack, Faye Nim- k
A little reasoning would convince the hearer of such a tale that it get too strong.
and Leona Anderson were dinner
BORG JEWELRY &
Q. At what other occupation would guests at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house bar, Catherine Sinnott and Ullalne
could not posisbly be true that the co-eds are drunk all the time. yon like to work?
Sullivan.
. OPTICAL COMPANY
|
Meet Your Friends at the 5
They’d quite likely be sick all the time, too, yet we have a good A. The chief "hirer and firer” in Tuesday.
At the Alpha Phi house Tuesday din
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
Sigma Phi Epsilon guests a t the
Cleanest Place in Town
v
healthy lot of womanhood on this campus.
ner guests included Herbert Branden
Dr. Frank Borg, Optometrist
Ziegfield’s Follies.
Delta Gamma house for dinner Tues
But it is so much more satisfying to feel scandalized over the be Q. What Is yonr favorite radio pro day were George Jackson, Robert burg, Pat Gits, Arthur Kuilman, Wal
ter
Moreno,
Roy
Peden
and
Arthur
gram?
havior of State University students than to reason about it. The poor
Taylor and Ogden Tweto.
Rockne.
• A. Glen Gray and his Casa Loma
Dinner guests at the Sigma Kappa
grown-ups who have never really lived on or near the campus cannot
Kathryn Jennings was a luncheon
band every Tuesday and Thursday house Wednesday included Mrs. Miron
be censored for taking seriously such statements. What is beyond for night.
guest at the Delta Gamma house
Dunlap, Mrs. P. Hanson, Mrs. A. Thursday.
giveness is the fact that a student should generalize in this way about Q. What Is yonr favorite food?
Mumm and Mrs. C. C. Vincent.
Jack Cougill was a Wednesday din
his or her own college mates. Couldn’t it be just as exciting to go back A. Baked ham with raisin sauce.
Guests from the Alpha Chi Omega
to the farm and tell about what we learn in class? Wouldn’t the folks Q. What is yonr opinion of this house to the Delta Sigma Lambda ner guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa
house.
roller skating craze?
enjoy a little of the learning for which they sent us here? And as for
house for dinner Tuesday were Doro
Nancy Lennes was a dinner guest
A. In my opinion it is a tough job
outside entertainment, we could tell them about the Sunday afternoon to even stand up on the darned things. thea Eder, Jane Guthrie, Dorothy
musicale, the Tuesday night lecture and the M club tournament. They Q. What is your favorite recrentlon? Powers and Virginia Rigney.
Sherman Miller is spending the
might be interested in the tennis activities and roller skating.. And soon A. Getting "chuckies.”
week-end at his home in S t Regis.
Q. What is yonr Idea of love?
there will be Interscholastic.
^ < Hi/
Gordon Buck, William Giltner, Ray
* For Clean
They might also be interested in a clever professor you may have A. Tlsh and Twaddle.
McArthur, Ray Whitcomb and Robert
Q. What do you think of the new Wickware were dinner guests from
discovered. The dean of your £cfhool may be a good fellow. Isn’t there sngar beet bill?
H ealthy
the Sigma Nu house to the Kappa
a student in your eight o'clock who is especially brilliant? Isn’t it A. I think it stinks.
TEETH
I Delta house Tuesday.
grand the way the grass grows in spite of being stepped on?
Q. How much do yon think the per Delta Gamma entertained at a buffet
This campus and its students could be bragged about. One need fect girl should weigh?
supper complimentary to the pledges
not spread scandalous statements when speaking about the University. A. 106 pounds.
| Thursday.
I Robert Tamplin and Esmond RibSav on K e n o ff
FREE CIGARETTES
erdy of Hot Springs were dinner
The president wants ten billion dollars to lift prices to pre-depression Here is the winning
is as perfect as you would
hrmifrht Toni, n yi
poem th at guests at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
levels. That’s a lot of jack.
expect an Elizabeth Ar
brough Jack Buckhous a package of house Wednesday.
den preparation to be.
Free Cigarettes for his troubles:
' Elza -----Huffman, Carol Black and
Smooth, pink witha deli
Beauty in nature—crowned in love
cious, unusual taste, this
In the Spring a Young Man’s Fancy
Is common in ^ m g ideas ot
dentifrice cleans teeth

When Greek Meets Greek

By YALE, JR.

The Missoula Club

Missoula Laundry Co.

Save Time—

Professional
Directory

IPEACOCKI
jGARDENSj

|j

| Highlander Beer J

DONOHUE'S

Spring quarter. Ah, spring quarter! The quarter in which more But
^
classes are cut, more gas is burned and more pins leave the bosoms My idea is not truly too wet*
ot fraternity swams than in any other three months.
it’s only the yearning for a cigarette.
So, in filling out registration forms we’ve noticed that students first The “Man-at-the-Keyhole," his wisdom
run eyes and pencil up and down the spring quarter schedule of classes
be’
searching for the easiest courses with the least demand for work and
a,dJ ice£oroim aw re ta»iikem e;
allowing for free hours at the most convenient times. Questions are
8
0"’ “ ay he be
asked as to which professor is the easiest and which course is the And award to m e the poetry prize,
lightest, r Ians are already being formulated for spring frolics.
^ ow *8
t0 set your poems
But our education, what of it? We admit that spring is __ well
spring, anywhere. And we do not recommend the selection of the most i
Remem,)er>a free package of cigdifficult, brain-taxing courses offered on the campus for any quarter, R
“ o rk “0t °fte" t0ml<1 f°r such
but there is such a thing as going to far to the other extreme. We| might revise the little rhyme, "All work and no play makes Jack a
SEE THE NEW
dull boy,” to “All play and no work makes Jack a dumb boy.”
College students, be they high, low, or intermediate, have passed
the age, physically, at least, where they gorged themselves with good
les, to their sorrow. We’re wondering, however, about their mental
and
age.

L

Vacuum-Fil

Pen

Pencil Set

Regular $6.65

Roosevelt has a few more weeks of grace before Babe Ruth i
out of retirement.
If the power of suggestion has anything to do with it, Russia and
Japan will certainly declare war.

Special Price

$3.95

The Office Supply Co.

DANCE
At T h e C lu b
Saturday Night
BUCK STOWE and His Orchestra

thoroughly and safely.
The refreshing flavor is
an especial d elig h t to
smokers. Tube, 50c,

Missoula Drug Co.

NEW WILMA

R IA L T O

TONIGHT! 7 AND 9 P.M.

TODAY AND SATURDAY!

N o w

P r e s e n tin g ...

— With —

NEW SPRING
KNITTED SUITS

7 ACTS! 250 PEOPLE!

RANDOLPH SCOTT

In 2- and 3-Piece Models

ALL SEATS RESERVED
Prices 66c, 85c and $1.00

From the story “The Border Legion”

VARSITY
VODVIL
BIGGER AND BETTER THIS
YEAR THAN EVER BEFORE!

ZANE GREY’S

“ THE LAST
ROUNDUP”

COMING SUNDAY!
COMING SUNDAY!

“S.O.S. Iceberg”
“Moulin Rouge” Unusual,
Thrilling — a Marvelous
A Gorgeous Musical Romance

Achievement

Specially
Priced .

$5.95

Featured in Pastel Shades of Nile, Maize, Rose, White, Etc.
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Grizzly Quintet Invades
Bozeman for Title Go
With State College Club
Coach Lewandowski’s Hoopsters Need But
State Championship; Bobcats Are on

One Victory to Cinch
Edge After Win
Over Rocky Mountain Leaders

Ten determined members of the Grizzly basketball squad entrained
this morning for Bozeman where they will meet the State College Bob
cats in two games for the state hoop title. The Grizzlies won two
contests here and need but one victory to cinch the crown, while the

MONTANA

Milton Bllsland, Great Falls, has
W. A. A. Basketball Brown, Smith Lead
I been pledged by Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Free Throw Con test j fraternity.
W ill End Tuesday

Sporty Vents

Sixteen men of a total or 81 trying
The Grizzlies are in Bozeman now morrow night, the Grizzlies have an Kappa Alpha Theta, Alpha XI Delta out, advanced to the second round in |
even
chance
to
win,.
Will
Play
for
First
Place
for the second installment of the fourthe free throw contest. James Brown 1
o-o
game series with the Bobcats, the
teams playing for the state basketball I The athletic department of the State
Kappa Alpha Theta and Alpha Xi and Sidney Smith are tied for leader- i
championship. The Grizzly quint cap-1 University has created a series of ath Delta, who won the two basketball ship with 20 shots made out of 26 at- |
tured the first two frays and needs but letic events that will allow any stu games Wednesday evening In the third tempts. Ray Fritzen is runnerup with |
one victory to cinch the title,
dent to take his exercise along w ith|| round of the W. A. A. basketball tour-1 19. Three more rounds of 26 shots |
o-o
the others. Students cried because IInament, will play March 6 to deter each will be run off the remainder of \
There should be plenty of fireworks they couldn’t take part In sports if mine first and second places.
this week and next week with a medal §
In the games February 28, Kappa being awarded the winner of the com- |
when these two traditional rivals tan they weren’t of varsity football, bas
gle on the Bobcat floor. The Cats are ketball or track caliber.
Alpha Theta beat Alpha Phi, 22 to petition.
119, and Alpha Xi Delta won from) The sixteen qualifiers and their |
anxious to get revenge over the Griz
o-o
Near the Wilma
zlies for those two defeats here in
The athletic department came to the Kappa Kappa Gamma, 11 to 7. The I scores are: Marino, 18; Hileman, 16; | |
February, but the State University rescue by creating an interfraternity losers of these games will play March Ries, 17; Lalne, 18; N. Hanson, 17;
hoopsters will be working Just as hard and intramural program in each of 6 for third place.
Preston, 17; Fritzen, 19; J. Brown, 20;
to keep up their winning streak,
In the Inter-class tournament the j Waddell, 18; Noyes, 16; McArthur, 18;
the popular sports on the State Uni
o-o
versity campus. Now they face the freshmen defeated the juniors, 30 to S. Smith, 20; Brundage, 16; Camp
Coach Lewandowski’s men have abandonment of the Inter-college bas 127, and the sophomores beat the bell, 16; Hawke, 17; Vidro, 17.
plenty of work cut out for them, If ketball schedule because the students! seniors, 28 to 20. The second round,
they are to win over the Cats. The, do not show enough Interest to comejIto determine third place, between the
State College club made both games I o u t
juniors and seniors, will be played
Serve fresh fish or other sea
here tough enough, and they have im
March 5. The game between the
o-o
Highly Skilled
foods during the Lenten season
proved since then. Their latest accom-1 The State University was well on Its | freshmen and sophomores for first
— and —
from our market. Always fresh.
pllshment was a 32-28 win over the! way to having a complete and model and "second places in the tournament
Individual Attention
Brigham Young Cougars.
intramural athletic program through is set for March 7.
o-o
. I out the year. It now begins to look
The Brigham Young team cinched as though the whole program will go
the Rocky Mountain western division astray unless the students support the
title in its first game with the Bob movement to the fullest extent,
cats, but the Cats turned around and
o-o
sank the Cougar stars for a decisive
This spring will bring intramural
The final day to drop courses with- I
win. Which is quite a feat for a team
baseball, track, tennis, golf and sev out receiving a grade is Saturday, ;
^
d 01(los,
that started the season by losing 11
eral other sports. These students who March 3, C. N. Mason, assistant; to |
NatIonn,
straight games in the conference,
refuse to help the winter program the registrar, announced yesterday, i
„
,
o-o
should look ahead and keep them Saturday is the end of the ninth week. J
Young and Vavich are continuing selves reminded of the events that are
A student who withdraws from a ■—...............................................
their scoring sprees, making most of to come. There are some that you course after the end of the ninth week j —
the points for the Bobcat club, with wouldn’t want removed, aren't there? is. eligible for one of the regular
Doyra, Stebbins, Taylor and Harding | If you want them, you will have to grades. If all work in the course has
helping plenty in the offensive and support the entire program.
been satisfactorily completed this may
defensive. That combination will be a
be any of the passing grades, or the
tough one to top it the Cat stars are
student may receive an incomplete, a
in form for the Grizzlies.
condition or a failure, according to
o-o
the judgment of the instructor.
The Grizzlies haven’t had much j
game practice for some time, the only
- . ■
Stephen D. Odgers, who graduated
Questionnaires have been sent to
actual experience being against the
from the State University in 1932 and
unorthodox playing ot the House of ! Montana high schools who are mem
received his m aster’s degree in 1933,
David bearded men. The Grizzlies put bers of the Scholastic Editorial associ is a student in the medical school of
one over on the invaders in the first' ation in regard to the newspaper con
Kansas university.
contest. Missed shots and “off” play-: test which is held each .year in
ing cost Lew’s men the second game. ! connection with the Interscholastic
Track and Field Meet.
o-o
The other hoop teams of the state
High school newspapers are divided
are definitely out of the race, and It into four classes. Cups are awarded I
remains for the Grizzlies and the Bob to winners of first place in each di
cats to decide the title. If the Griz vision and certificates are awarded to
zlies win again, they cop the pennant, those who place second and third.
but If the Cats take botli games the
title is tied for 1934.
Esmond Riberdy, Hot Springs, a for
Checked and flecked woolens worked np In the
Are a Specialty
o-o
mer student a t the State University,
sm artest new wing collars and bell-sleeve trims.
This is one of the best chances the was a house guest a t the Sigma Alpha
With Us
. Spring shades In beige, greens and grays. Also
Grizzlies have had to take the state Epsilon house while transacting busi
crown, and they will be working hard ness in Missoula this week.
For your dinners or after
show lunches during the
to take advantage of that chance. If
Lenten season we recom
Brown, Erickson, Heller, Reynolds and
mend our sea foods.
Hileman are in form tonight and to

Ice Cream—Candy
Lunches
BEER

Pallas Candy Co.

Bobcats are hoping tor two wins t o t -----------------------------tie the race between the two schools.
Coach A. J. Lewandowski stated, “I
was very pleased with the way the
men performed against the House ot
David and I am confident that they
will make a good showing against the
Aggies.”
The men who will make the trip j
with Coach' Lewandowski are Brown, '
Erickson, Blastic, Flanagan, Heller, Bearded Invaders Top Grizzlies
Dahlberg, Reynolds, Hileman, RhineTo Even Series; Johnston
hart and Holloway. All of these men j
Leads Scorers Again
stood the David test in great style, and
Lew looks to them to support the
Grizzly alternates and regulars
crown tor the Grizzlies in the games i dropped the second game of the series
tonight and tomorrow night.
I with the House of David bearded basj keteers by a 36-31 count after winning
Bobcats Are Ready
After a successful series against the | Monday night's fracas, 38-36. LewBrigham Young quint at Bozeman, the andowski started his entire second
Bobcats are on edge for the coming' string which played some of the best
series and will be hot on the Grizzly i basketball seen during the season to
trail. The Cats split the two games hold the whiskered team to a 19-16
with B. Y. U., the latter club being | advantage at half time. Dahlberg and
the champion of the western division 1Blastic scored consistently to keep the
of the Rocky Mountain conference, collegians in the running.
Vavich and Young, who share scoring I Regulars entered the game in the
honors in most of the games, went second half and promptly tied up the
well for the Bobcats in that series, score a t 22 all. The score shifted back
adding enough points in the fin a l; and forth, and finally with seconds to
game to assure a State College vie-i go and the Davids leading by a point,
Johnston broke loose for a pair of
tory,
This brings the Cat season near a | undisturbed shots to cinch it for the
close, and they get tougher n s they traveling tricksters. Davids scored 31
go along. They started the season | per cent of their attempts, while the
with a band of freshmen, and but two Grizzlies missed a flock of tries for
19 per cent average.
seasoned performers, but after losing
eleven straight games, they snapped
Lineup and Nummary
out of their slump and have been on
FG FT PF Pts.
Montana (31)
the up-trall since that time.
1 1 3
Flanagan, f ..... ............ ‘ 1
Their starting lineup of Harding Brown, f ......... ............. 2 0 1 4
and Vavich, Young, Stebbins and Blastic, r ......... ............. 2 0 2 4
Erickson, f ..... ............. 2 1 1 5
2 0 8
Dahlberg, c ..... ............. 3
Heller, c .......... ............. 0 1 0 1
Rhinehart, g .... ............. 0 0 1 0
Hileman, g .... ........ .... 2 0 0 4
Holloway, g .... ............. 0 0 1 0
0 0 2
Reynolds, g ..... ............. 1
their outstanding substitutes being
Zupan, Taylor, Bilant, Dunckel, Oliver
Totals .......... ’............ 13 5 • 7 31
and Edwards.
FG FT P F Pts.
Davids (36)
Grizzlies In Form
Adams, f ........— ......... 1 2 0 4
The Grizzlies looked like a ball club Johnston, f ......... ........ 9 2 2 20
against the House of David quint, and j Linville, c .......... ......... 2 2 3 6 Smith, f
1 0
if they work together like they did Costas, g ............ ...... ... 0 0 0 0
0 1 6
Monday night, they can do things to'BBuchanan,
uchanan g ..... .........3
Totals ......................... 18
0 10 36
the Bobcats. State University sup
Missoula (23)
FG FT PF Pts.
porters look to Heller, Brown and
Totals .............. ........ 15 6 6 36 Lundy, f ........................... 0 0 0 0
Erickson to add points to the Grizzly
Cubs Romp to Win
Rogers, f ......................... 3 2 0 8
total, while Reynolds and Hileman
Grizzly Cubs had no trouble from I 0eder> c
i
stop the Young-Vavich scoring threat.I the start to overwhelm Missoula high] j j ace> „
0 1 0 1
Per Box
$
With those men in form, the Grizzlies Itossers, 36-23, in a preliminary game Reynolds; g
4
have as good a chance as they ever j to the main show between the Davids croonenberghs, c
0
have, but they must be on edge t o :and Grizzlies. Waddell and Kelthley
;*• 801 So. Higgins
Phone 6012 g
meet the Cats.
| spilled eight and 14 points apiece for
Totals ......................... 8 .
Coach Lewandowski’s second string j the yearlings, while Rodgers and
of Blastic, Flanagan,- Dahlberg, Hollo-1 Reynolds scored eight points each to
way and Rhinehart looked good in the | lead the scholastics,
second game against the Davids, and |
Lineup and Summary
they kept the invaders from cavorting
FG FT PF Pts.
Cubs (36)
too much on the court. So they should | Waddell, f ......... ......... 4 0 1 8
be In form to step in and stop things, jKelthley, ff-c ...... .......... 7 0 0 14
it the first string cannot get going. | Conklin, c .......... .......... 2 0 1 4
Interest has grown in this series, Noyes, g ............. .......... 2 0 1 4
with the other collegiate teams of the Popovich, g ........ .......... 0 0 4 0
0 1 4
state definitely out of the race. The Ryder, g . , ....,...... .......... 2
Grizzlies and the Bobcats are now
neck and neck in the race, and the
outcome of the present series will
spell victory or defeat for one of the
two.
THE IDEAL
WALL AND CEILING FINISH

Davids Win
\ Second Fray
In Missoula
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House
M anagers. . .

Saturday Is Final
Day to Withdraw

Palace Barber Shop
The First National Bank

Spring Swaggers

Questionnaires Go
To High Schools

j

The Co-Ed’s
Assortm ent

$ 9 .7 5 to $ 1 4 .7 5

! M acIN TO SH |

■■

| APPLES j

The Ideal Place for Yonr
Banquets

1

55c

I

If Bitter Root Market I

$ 12.75

SEA
FOODS

Sunday Nite Frocks
$3.44
Suitable for Every Occasion

The

New Grill
“Montana’s Finest”

J. C. PENNEY CO.

M URESC©

Gallup Is Elected
President o f Club

Richard O. Gallup, Sunburst, was j
elected president ot Druids, honorary |
forestry organization, at a reg u la r!
business meeting held Wednesday eve- i
ning.
Other officers elected were: vice-!
president, Lester T. Robbins, Sunourst; secretary, Edward W. Harden,
Whitehall; treasurer, Lloyd A. Hague,
Missoula; editor of News Letter and
corresponding secretary, Orville Spar
row, Anaconda.

Eighteen modern tints to
choose from. Easy to apply and
dries with a smooth, velvet-like
finish th at will not show laps,
rub off, crack or peel.
5-POUND PACKAGE

60c
Missoula Hardware
& Plumbing Co.
228 N. HIGGINS AYE.
Phone 6390

Palace Beer Garden
Completely
Remodeled and Redecorated
Featuring Andy Anderson, Junior Dean, Lewis Nichols and
Noral Whittinghill every

Friday and Saturday night.

COME IN — YOU’LL BE DEUGHTED

,

n ervo u s.

1 S I M '"
r upset

ON CAWEIS. THEY
MY NERVES . . • AND' BOY'
HOW GOOD THEY TASTE!

THE

University Show
One Man’s Opinion
Presented Tonight
'Continued from Patce One*

Kohn, Missoula. Cast—Rosalba Gore,
Virginia Crutchfield, Ossla Taylor,
Jane Boden, Barbara Harris, Judith
Latta, Helen Halloran, Grace Parker,
Valle Turner, Montana Wertz, Alice
Barbara Wayne, Eleanor Potter, Jane
Adam!, Evelyn Hughes, Katherine
Thurston, Barbara Keith, Betty Nofsinger, Betty Parker, Joan Greene,
Elizabeth Riefenrath, Betty Roe, Wtlamet Matson, Dorothy Ann Bailly, Ruth
Polieys, Kathryn Mimnaugh, Rose
mary Gillie, Ruth Russell, Anne Eckford, Marjorie Thompson, Marian Mix,
Lina Greene, Betty Robinson, Evelyn “To the Beef Column:
Hemgren, Mary Jane Prey, Helen Mar
garet Lowery, Mary Jane Obenhoff, “It has been very noticeable on
numerous occasions to some of us who
Mary Kohn.
are members of the student body, that
Independent Men
this same student body exhibits an
“A Bum Steer, or Where's Our
outstanding lack of sportsmanship.
Nell?”—manager, Joe Swan, Missoula.
IWe have observed in other schools,
Cast—George Sayatovich, Augie Vidro,
that during any competitive contest
Leo Carper, William Murphy, Roger
cheers for the opposing team are only
Clapp, Walton Cosgrove, Brling Oss,
slightly less frequent than those for
Maurice McKay, Hubert Murphy, Wil
the home team. Cheer leaders might
bur Squires, Beaman Sherman, James
notice that an appropriate time for
Vicars, Prank Shaw, Maurice Weischeering the home team is when their
man, Ben Taylor, Howard Doyle, Rich
score is less and not greater than the
ard Brewster, Frank Martin, Russell
opposing team’s score. In the matter
Pitzhugh, Rudy Sherick, Paul Sherlck,
of sportsmanlike courtesy we have
Merritt Warden, Fred Higgins, George
failed to note a t any time student-body
VnnNoy.
dances arranged to entertain the visitAlpha Chi Omega
Iing players at Montana university.
"And So— ”—manager, Mary Em
“Are the students of Montana such
mett, Fromberg. Cast—Eileen Crego,
Harriet Calhoun, Mary Emmett, Sue jorie Mumm, Missoula. Cast—Eleanor
Tooley, Frances Jefferson, Jane Guth MacDonald, Josephine Messmer, Dor
rie, Dorothea Eder, Joyce Roberts, othy McLenegan, Betty Kelleher, Olga
Audrey Graft, Margaret Deckert, Wik, Mary Jean McLaughlin, Dorothy
Agnes Ruth Hansen, Melva Garrison, Dee Miller, Hazel Rice, Josephine |
Ruth Hiers, Mary Frances Harden, ■Blair,
|
Norma Hicks, Emeline McKitDorothy Powers, Catherine Howatson, trick, Eleanor Ruehrwein, Beth
Helen Ostendorf, Virginia Rigney, O’Brien, Pat Stockton, Norma Hanson,
Jeanette Gochenour, Josephine Wil Winifred Keyes, Mary Stockton, Hel
kins, Evelyn Weydt, Evelyn Spain, ena Eck, Nora LaPorte, Audrey WesLois Knauff, Catherine Meade, Lois singer, Gertrude Thalmueller, CathWohlwend, Eleanor Speaker, Janet j erine Livingston, Gladys Larson, Mar
Sherman, Gladys Swanson.
garet Johnston, Hazel Tweto, Audrey
Phi Sigma Kappa
Lumby, Marjorie Mumm, Dorothy
“The Faerie Ape, or the Sweetest Major, Mildred Huxley, Daphne Rem
ington,
Kay Rand.
Story Ever Told”—manager. Sterling
Stapp, Billings. Cast—Abe Thompson,
Phi Delta Theta
Paul Elliott, Roy Peden, Edward Fur “Tony Pastor’s Varieties’’—manager,
long, Willis Honnold, Jack King, Fred Phil Pollard, Red Lodge. Cast—Her
Dickman, Earl Bailey, Arve Gilboe, m it Eckley, Edward Jeffrey, Phil GarJack Cougill, Ralph Brandt.
lington, Leonard Langen, Russell
Sigma Kappa
White, Russell Watson, Joe Gillen, Bill
“Story-Book Land”—manager, Mar- Brown, Elliot Busey, Kermit Schwanke, Bob Stillings, Monte Smith, Johnny
Compton, Forrest Anderson, Cliff
Haugland, Johnny Sullivan, Arthur
Caven, Mel Maury, Fred Moulton, Phil
Pollard, Cale Crowley, Bob Lacklen,
Jess Lacklen, Karl Conklin, Howard
Rutherford, John Weaver, Jim Wheat
on, Ray Heath, Bill Stolt, Joe Clemow,
By Experienced Hands
Jim Gates, Leon Haynes.
® Independent Women
“The Land of the Shining Moun
tains” — manager, Hermina Girson,
Missoula. Cast—Ruth Harris, Carol
Wells, Katherine Orchard, Doris GilPhone 2661
kerson, Elaine White, Mildred John
son, Lorna Blackmore, Louise Voorhees, Phyllis McClain, Lena Bravo,
M iiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiM m iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii!i:
Peggy Wilcox, Fern Flightner, Laura
Nicholson, Betty Wright, Helen Meloy,
Eudora Piercy, Mildred Holbert,
=
(All Sizes)
E Fanny Warne, Marguerite Polieys,
E DEVELOPED and PRINTED § Lois Norton, Stella Stewart, Virginia
=
' Work Guaranteed
- Gifford, Mary Ellen Hill, Lois MuchE Orders left before 10 :00 A. M. E more, Laura Martin, Helen Johnson,
Lois Schini, Martha VanHaverbeke,
E
Ready at 5:00 P. M.
Mary Bricksoi^ Elizabeth Kliemann,
Hermina Girson, Eleanor Fredrickson,
Ethel Mertz, Marie Christian, Lois
Brown, Mildred Spoklie, Vivian Bower,
5
Near Randall Apartments
—IEdith Hankins, Jennie Roys, Margaret
n iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH H iiiim tiiim im iiiiiiiiiiir; | Piercy, Katheryne Phelan.

poor sports that they cannot be socia
ble unless they are the magnanimous
winners? Has sportsmanship sunk so
low on this campus th at we cannot
be decently pleasant, courteous and
friendly to the guests who are here
manifestly a t our invitation?
“We presume that this hostile and
uncouth attitude does not exist be
tween our teams and those of the
visitors. The players are surely not
party to an unsportsmanlike attitude
and we have faith that they know the
full implication of the word SPORT.
We do blame any lapse on their part
to the sort of backing which they re
ceive from the student body, and this
is the conspicuous lack of any evi
dence of real sportsmanship in regard
to other teams.
“Furthermore, we have noticed a
booing of officials and referees which
is a small calibre activity, and certain
ly not the type of hospitality which
college students are supposed to learn
as a part of their cultural training.
“Instead of trying to inculcate pad
dle wielding and similar childish pas
times into the life of the State Univer
sity we suggest that a more worth
while tradition be built up on the
campus, and that is SPORTSMAN
SHIP.
“Whether or not Montana becomes
renowned for winners, we know of no
more worthwhile reputation she could
aim to achieve than one of real sports
manship. Let the superior teams leave
Missoula with the attitude of hating to
beat such a bunch of good sports. If
the visitors lose, let them feel that
they have lost to real sportsmen.
“Sincerely,
• “A STUDENT ADVOCATE OF
GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP."

MONTANA
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Pharmacy club will hold its last

Psi Chi, national honorary psychol

IAlpha Kappa Psi
ogy fraternity, will meet next Wednes meeting of the quarter Tuesday at 3
Co-eds to Have
o’clock. The meeting will be held in
day evening at 8 o’clock a t the home |
To
Hold
Initiation
Science hall.
Commercial Club
Iof Prof. F. 0. Smith in the University
Honorary Initiates apartments.
In B u sin ess Ad Men’s Commerce
Pledges Next Week
Qualified Service

All students with doctor or medicine
Group Similar to Alpha Kappa Psi
Initiation for pledges of Alpha
SPON & EDWARDS
bills for this quarter m ust present !
Will Be Organized
Kappa Psi will be held March 7. The
itemized receipts to the Health Serv TRAIL BARBER SHOP
Spring Quarter
day was set a t the meeting of the or
ice not later than March 8 for refunds.
Corner Higgins and Broadway
ganization Wednesday evening in
Women students in the School of
MRS. LeCLAWE.
Craig hall.
Business Administration will organize
Business of the meeting consisted of
at the beginning of spring quarter a a round-table discussion of two reports
local commercial society, similar to on the American Management associ
the men’s organization, Alpha Kappa ation. Charles Mason, assistant to the
Psi. That was the decision reached at registrar, discussed “The Money Ques
a women's meeting held under the tion.” Kenneth Hufford, Missoula,
supervision of the men’s society Wed talked on “The Principles on Which
nesday afternoon in Craig hall.
to Determine a Reduction or Increase
The purpose of the women’s organ of Personnel.” Both talks were fol
ization will be to bring about a lowed by group discussions.
greater degree of congeniality and co
Pledges were invited to the active
operation among men and women stu meeting.
dents. Requirements for membership
will be the same in both societies.
Women students will be able to play
the Alpha Kappa Psi stock exchange
during spring quarter. Previously
only members of Alpha Kappa Psi
Get your official
have been allowed to play the ex
State University Towel
change. Losers in the pool will treat
the winners to either a banquet or a
picnic.
At the first meeting of the new
group at the beginning of next quar
ter, officers will be elected and organ
ization plans made. Alpha Kappa
j
On the Campus
Psi’s invitation to the women students

MissociaMercantmCo.
V isit Our

NEW

GYM TOW ELS

Associated Students’
Store

occurred after thorough investigation
of the possibilities of the success of
such a society was made by Charles
Mason, assistant to the registrar, who
Is deputy councillor of the men’s so
ciety.

Patronize Kuimin Advertisers

Varsity Vodvll tonight

V A R S IT Y
V O D V IL
Meet the rest of the gang a t our
Fountain Lunch after the show and
talk it over.-

University Night Again Tonight

Double Rich Malted Milks
Silex Coffee
Home-made Pies and Cakes

PARK HOTEL''gj jSL
Music and Songs by
Bernard Sjaholm, Bob Severance, Roy Bell, Larry Yule and Daye Waite
The Park Ambassadors

“An All-University Orchestra” ---Let’s Go!

Public Drug
Store

BUDGET
DRESS
SHOP

A new shop, in
our W o m e n ’ s
R eady-to-W ear
D epartm ent,
w here w o m e n
will be able to
satisfy their de
sires f o r style
and quality, yet
keep within the
requirements of
even m o d e s t
budgets. Dresses
for all occasions
in all sizes —
misses’ to wom
en’s size 52.

$4.89
$6.89
$8.89
$ 10.89

Fountain Lunch

Pants Cleaned
and Pressed
Fashion Club
Cleaners

|K odak Films!

|

U niversity
Grocery

Y ou hear a lot today

||

about balanced d iet—
.. and there’s something too
in the way tobaccos are bal
anced that makes a cigarette
milder and makes it taste
better.

Spring Footwear
Come see the spring footwear fashion picture — the brightest,
most refreshing styles — adorable- colors, designs and materials.
There is a great, treat awaiting you at this store.

I keep coming back to
that statement on the back
of the Chesterfield package—

D ix o n & H oon Shoe Store
133 North Higgins Avenue

Chesterfield •
••■(Tgarettes •
ARE A BALANCED BLEND

Tonight’s the Night!

OF THE FINEST AROMATIC
TURKISH TO B A C C O

AND

THE C H O ICEST OF SEVERAL
A M E R IC A N

1934
V A R S IT Y V O D V IL

PR O PO RTIO N T O BR IN G
OU T THE FINE-R QUALITIES
OF

250 P<iople

Shows at 7 and 9

TO BA CCO .

W e believe y o u ’ll enjoy
Chesterfields and we ask you
to try them.

Don’t Fail to See It i

NEW WILMA THIEATER

EACH

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

The All-University ShiM

7 Acts

V A R IE T IE S

BLENDED IN THE CORRECT

- t h e c ig a r e t t e t h a t’s MILDER
— th e c ig a r e t t e t h a t TASTES BETTER
© 1934. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co .

